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MEASUREMENTS AND CORRECTION OF THE PEP INTERACTION REGION QUADRUPOLE MAGNETS 

R.M. Main, J.T. Tanabe, and K. Halbach 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory* 
Abstract lvlaynetic Field IYieasurelliunts 

Lenses for the intersection reyions of PLP 
must be pure quadrupole over the entire magnet aper- 
ture to within 1:104. Correction of the magnet 
and its end fringe regions to thi:, accuracy requires 
measurement of the field quality (relative field 
harlitonic component am ~litudes at the 
1:105 through the 30 h harmonic. t 

pole radius) to 
Equipment devel- 

oped for these measurements and the techniques used 
for field correction are described. 

Introduction 

The PCP insertion quadrupolesl consist of two 
identical halves, which are rllated using precision 

c;round do\lels that fit into "V" grooves punched into 
the core laminations. Although precise by normal 
standards, neither the pole geometry nor the assem- 
bly are adequate to produce the required field 
horliuseneity, 
radius. 

~A8&/.J&)~z t lo-+ at the steel 

The pole contour in the magnet interior (de- 
signed by the computer program MIRT) is ddequdte to 

reduce the "allowed" (four-fold syllaletrical) harmon- 
ic arilplitudes to about 2xl0'4xB(Z). Errors in 
stacking the laminations I;lodify these somewtrat but, 
iilore importantly, such errors can result in a rtlis- 
placement of the top half of the: lliagnet with respect 
to ttle bottom. 

The dowels, whicl: position the upper half with 
respect to the lower half of the magnet, rest on the 
"high" laminations and, as a result, the top half 
can be rotated, or translated either vertically or 
hurii!Ontdlly, with respect to the bottom. The former 
results in odd harmonics, predominantly the sextu- 
Pole, and the latter in even, predominantly ttle 
octupole. To achieve the required field quality the 
magnet halves must be located to within O.Ulmm. 
wheras the stacking and assembly is not better than 
0.05mni. 

Inherent to the sharp cut-off of the poles at 
the maynet ends are large "allowed" harmonics which, 
when averayed over the entire magnet, contribute 
field errors on the order of .002x8(2) at the pole 
radius. Furthermore, positioning of the coils, coil 
leads, hose fittings, etc., at the lead end of the 
magnet cannot be maintained to assure reproducible 
field distribution to the required accuracy. These 
lead-end errors require that each rnagnct be correct- 
ed individually, 

Studies of the beall trajectories in these lung 
fucal-length magnets indicate that the local field 
errors existant in the as-made magnet are tolerable, 
as long as their integral tt,rouyti the magnet sums to 
zero. Thus, errors due to irl,proper top-bottom posi- 
tioninc;, althouyh not uniforlllly distributed through 
the rnaynet, can be corrected by gross adjustment of 
the lilagrlet halves, and "allowed" hanrionic components 
in the rllaynet interior can be cancelled at the 
ends. 
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We used the coil systeirl shuwn in Figure 1. 
In order to be able to measure both frinye field 
regions as well as the center part of the quadru- 
pole, the system is moved axially to the dlJ[v-Opridte 
location. (See Fiy. 2). 

/- COIL+1 

RADIUS OUTER COIL: 0.0745 M 

NO. OF TURN4 /COIL : 924 
LENGTH EACH COIL 1 06674 M 

Figure 1: Measuring Coil 
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igure 2: Search Coil Positioned in Magnet 

The siynals induced in coils 2 and 3 art elec- 
trically subtracted from the signal induced in coil 1 
\iith weighing factors that are adjustable over a 
narrow range. The resulting signal is fed into a 
voltage to frequency converter that, together with a 
following counter, acts as an integrator. The coun- 
ter is read at 128 equal increment azurllithal steps 
as the coil is rotated throuyh 360'. F ram t he 
Fourier analysis of this information, the strengths 
of the harmonics are then computed. 
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Figure 3: Circuit Diagram Field Corrections 

The ma;or considerations that went into the desiyn of 
this systel:i are the following: 

The coil rotation speed is slog (1.5 f?PM) to re- 
duce vibration and the inertial forces that occur 
at high rotatiun speeds with even slightly me- 
chanically unbalanced systems. 

Integration of the coil output makes the systerrl 
independent of variations of rotational speed. 

Coil 1 is used to measure the absolute quad 
strength. The multicoil array, used for medsure- 
ments of the higher components, is designed to 
have a vanishingly small sensitivity to both 
quadrupole and dipole fields. 

(1) The cancellation of the quadrupole signal 
is necessary to become independent of small 
power supply variations and angle encoder 
errors.2 

(2) Ttle insensitivity to the dipole component 
is very important because small lateral 
displacement of the coil assembly during 
operation leads to induced signals that 
will be interpreted as harmonics that are, 
in fact, not present in the field. There 
can be many causes for such displacements, 
for instance: bearing tolerances, torques 
transmitted througtl the drive shaft, grav- 
ity forces actiny on d mechanically dsym- 
metric coil support structure. An ana- 
lysis3 shows that without compensation 
for the dipole component, displacements of 
the order 0.5 urn are sufficient to destroy 
the validity of our measurements. 

(3) The simplest coil systen, that is insen- 
sitive to dipole and quadrupole fields con- 
sists of two flat coplanar coils whose 
centers coincide. The system shown in 
Figure 1 evolved from such a system by 
splitting the smaller coil in two. This 
avoids some wire crossover problems at the 
ends, and yives two parameters instead of 
only one to electrically fine tune the 
nulling of the sensitivity to dipole and 
quadrupole fields. The relative size of 
the coils and their position relative to 
the axis of rotation have been optimized to 
maximize the array sensitivity to the 
sextupole, octupole and hiyher components. 

The support of the coils has been made 
rnectlanically symmetrical so that gravita- 
tional sag is constant duriny rotation of 
the system. 

All of the errors associated with this type of 
measurement (power supply drift and ripple, stray 
AC fields, coil vibration, azimuthal indexing er- 
rors, and assyrnmetrical sag, etc.) result in mod- 
uldtion of the coil output, which, when analyzed, 
yield harmonic colilponents not resent in the 
field. !ii Measurement to 1x10' x6(2) of ttle 
quadrupole require that the arliplitude of such 
modulation be less than this value. To put the 
effect and importance of insensitivity to dipole 
and quadrupole fields into perspective, in such a 
system in an ideal quadrupole, the output signal 
is always zero, no matter how the system is 
rotated or displaced, i.e., one performs a null 
measurement. 

Although inadequate to produce the required 
field homogeneity, the precise fabrication of the 
magnet limits the error fields to the "allowed" 
hamlonic components that are correctable by adjust- 
rllent of the pole-tip contour, and to sextupole and 
octupolu components due to misplacement of the t\io 
magnet halves with respect to each other. The ef- 
fects of these latter gross movements of the struc- 
ture have been studied4 and 
tively. Knowledge of the 
through the maynet) and phdse of these components 
is adequate to prescribe the motion of the magnet 
halves required for their eliminatiun. 

The "allowed" components are corrected by ad- 
justilly the contour of a 28rm lone; pole-tip insert 
in the magnet end-plate.5 A plane chamfer at the 
insert end removes the gross fringe region errors,7 
and residual errors (including compensation for those 
existing in the magnet interior) are corrected by 
adjusting the insert tip contour. To produce the 
required field homogeneity, "allowed" components 
through N=26 (6,10,14,18,22,26) must be corrected, 
requiring six adjustable points on the contour. To 
provide an extended choice of component "mix", eiyht 
points were provided. 

Since perturbation of any point on the contour 
will affect all components, a systematic method is 
required to adjust the components simultaneously. 
The insert contour consists of 14 chords, symllletric 
about the pole apex, with intersections at xi,yi 
and -xi,yi(sce Fig.4). The xi were chosen to 
provide maximum decoupling of the various components, 
and the contour rliodification is nldde by adjustiny the 
vdrious yi. 

Figure 4: Pole Insert 
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Tl~e coefficients of the change in t.tle co+onent 
arlli,litudes AL(N) =s(JwJM*/s~;~ (inteyral over the 
frl rye rtli;ion) wrc wdsureu for the “al lowed” cuIi\- 
poncnts through N=30, by successively reducing each 
yi Stdrtirly at the dp?X. These coefficients, and 
lileJsuremcnt of the collr~lonents through hdl f of the 
Iliayrlet, provide eic_tlt linear equations of the form: 

2 bB(rJ)* A i c - ~(ti)d-t 
i 7 I 

(integral extends from the maynet center through 
the fringe rel;ion). Tt~ese equations can be solved 
to provide y1 required to reduce the integral of 
the "al lowed" componerlts to zero. 

Successivu applicdtion of ttlese corrections 
were useu to develop "standard" sets of inserts for 
both end, of the first magnet. The standards were 
then use0 di initial cases for subsequent maynets, 
with only minor contour adJustment required to COW 
pensate for differerlcfs betr,een rndgriets. 

The coll;putet- \\:a~ proyralltr,led to harlmonically 
analyze the data fro/,; eactl of the four search-coil 
positions, SW each allowed corllponent over half of 
the r,;aynet, set up and solve the pole-tip correction 
equations for each end, and print out the contour 
ddta necessary for a tape-controlled milliny rf;achine 
to produce the two sets of corrected pole tips. The 
proyrar;] also SUIIIW~ the sextupole and octupole COW 
ponents over the entire maynet, and calculated 
ctlanyes in the ilratiny dowel-key size necessary to 
reposition the top and bottom;; l,lagnet halves and 
reduce these components to acceptable ali;plitudes. 

Conclusion: 

Fourteen of the twenty-four PEP insertion quad- 
rupoles have been measured and trimrlled, 
a typical result, 

Fi3.6 is 
sho\iing the amp1 'tudes of the 

various harlllonic colllponents, e(N)dz/ 
z grated over the entire mayn t 

I B(2)dr, inte- 
at the pole radius. 

Fiy.7 shows iso-error contours F?/R(2)=const., 
gcneratetl from these components. The homogeneity of 
the field is probably at a practical limit for the 
equipment and methods of correction used, and for 
the stability of the r,lacJnet structure. 
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Figure 7: Isoerror Curves 


